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2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDNU

Black Reality: Survey of
African American Society

DIVERSITY

SCIENCES

QUANTITATIVE

LITERACY

PART

B

Is there a "Black Reality" If there is, what are its
defining attributes? How important are class, color,
lifestyles, economic productivity, and political activity
in the structure of this reality? Of what significance is
"Black Reality" in the 21st Century?
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Dr . S an dra Jo ne s
Sectio n 001:

MW 2:30pm-3:45pm | MIT 191

General Education Requirements:

CD, HU

...........................................................................................

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDNU

Survey of African American Literature

Are you curious about the thoughts of
major authors of African descent such as
Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth,
Marcus Garvey, Ida B. Wells, Malcolm X,
Fannie Lou Hamer, and Martin Luther
!King Jr.? This course introduces you to
some of the most exciting and powerful
writers in African American literature.
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Dr . R ob ert (B iko ) Ba ke r
Sectio n 201:

Online - Synchronous | MW 1-2:15pm

General Education Requirements:

CD, HU

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDNU

Introduction to African-American History, 1865 to
the Present

...........................................................................................

This course surveys the social, cultural
and political movements that have shaped
the African American experience and
American History from the end of the
Civil War to the present. Rather than look at Black people as second class
citizens, this course will focus on the ways that African Americans have asserted
their agency and resisted injustice and inequality. This course will rely on primary
and secondary sources to help students uncover the narratives, voices,
experiences, political contexts and cultural products that have helped African
Americans find their voice during this period.
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D r. A be r a G el an
Section 201:

Online - Asynchronous

G ene ra l Ed uc atio n R eq uir em e nts:

CD, SS

.........................................................................

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDNU

Economics of the Black Community

African American people make less than
anyone else, their unemployment rates are
much higher than anyone else, and they face
far more unemployment with the downturn of
the economy than other racial and ethnic groups and are more likely to encounter
institutional discrimination and prejudice in the labor market. What are the sources for these
realities? What are the ways to overcome these conditions that prevent African American
people from realizing comfortable earnings and bridge the income and wealth gap between
Black and other racial groups? What are the economic prospects for African American
people in the Information Age? These and similar issues will be explored in this course.
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w ith O key Pet er A kub eze
Sectio n 201:

Online-Asynchronous

Genera l Educa tion Requirem ent:

QLB

......... ............. ............ .........................

ETAUDARGREDNU
2202 LLAF | SESRUOC

Introduction to Statistics in
African & African Diaspora Studies

Are you aware of the fact that you make
use of statistics every day? Have you ever
thought about the use of statistics by public
officials and private “power brokers” whose
decisions affect your daily life? Do you
realize that you have shortchanged yourself
if you leave this university without
acquiring some formal knowledge of
statistics? Come and share the excitement
of the world of STATISTICS!
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with Dr. Nolan Kopkin
Se ctio n 20 1:

Online - Asynchronous

General Education Requi reme nt s :

CD, SS

.................................................................

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDNU

Introduction to Black Political Economy

Political economy tends to look at the effect of politics on the economy and of the economy on
politics. According to some scholars, “Political economy . . . is sensitive to the influence of noneconomic factors such as political and social institutions, morality, and ideology in determining
economic events.” This gives political economy a broad and far-reaching focus. This course
focuses upon the evolution, nature, and role of African-American economics and politics within
the American Political System. The concern is with African Americans as actors and creators
and initiators in the economic and political process. Specifically, this course will examine
various controversies that surround the role of race in American society. These controversies,
or issues, affect public opinion, political institutions, political behavior, and salient public policy
debates. This course will assess and evaluate the contemporary influence of race in each of
these domains, while also exploring their historical antecedents.
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with Dr. Ermitte Saint Jacqu es
Se ctio n 0 01:

MW 11:30 - 12:45 pm | MIT 191

General Education Requi reme nt s :

CD, SS

.................................................................

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDNU

Psychological Effects of Racism

This course explores the ways in which racism
impacts individuals, groups, and society as a
whole. Students learn how race and racism in
the US have functioned historically and operate
presently, with attention given to individual,
institutional and cultural levels. Topics address in this course include: differentiating between
stereotyping, prejudice, and racism; distinguishing passive racism from active racism; and
identifying intentional and unintentional forms of racism, such as microaggressions. The
processes through which race and racism become embedded in the human psyche is also covered
in this course, including the relationship between racism and racial identity, conscious and
unconscious expressions of racism, and individual and group responses to explicit and implicit
racism.
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Dr . B iko Ba ker
Sectio n 001: T R 1 0 a m - 1 1 : 1 5 a m | C R T
.................................................................................

124

From the death of Crispus
Attucks to modern day gangster
rap, America's story has been
rooted in urban violence. Yet, even though violence is as American as
apple pie, urban violence is often perceived by many to be a "Black" or
Global South problem. This class will dissect the stories, myths and
historical moments that have shaped the nation's recent violent past with
the goal of helping students deconstruct contemporary trends, political
realities and global phenomena.

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDDNU

Urban Violence
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Dr. Erin Winkler
Sectio n 201:

Online - Asynchronous

General Education Requirements: CD, HU

.................................................................................

This course will help students to
critically examine the role of school
in African American life
historically and in the present
moment. We will consider the role
of the school policies and practices
in socialization, identity development, achievement, and life outcomes for African
American children and youth. Finally, we will look toward possible alternatives and
solutions- what can and should be done to address failures in current theory and
practice?

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARGREDNU

The School in African American Life

Our online, asynchronous learning will center on weekly course materials (readings,
lectures, and/or films), individual learning activities based on those course materials,
small-group online discussion posts and replies, an individual midterm research project
and an individual final paper.
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with Dr. Nolan Kopkin
Section: 201: O n l i n e - A s y n c h r o n o u s
........................................................................................

In this course, we’ll look at the current demand for
African American labor and determine what
strategies policy makers can use to increase that
demand in the future. In doing so, we’ll
assesses the current gap in education and training
between African American and white workers,
examine how workers acquire the skills needed for
upward mobility and career advancement, and explore possible remedies that would
reduce the gaps and improve the labor market outcomes for African Americans,
drawing on both national statistics and original research to examine these issues. This
course is intended for those who want to know why black workers have not done as
well as whites and what might be done to bring them closer to parity, and is a must
for anyone who wants to understand the persistence of racial inequality in America.

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARG/ETAUDARGREDDNU

Black Workers in the 21st Century
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w ith Dr . J effr ey So mm e rs
Sectio n 201: O n l i n e - A s y n c h r o n o u s
.................................................................................

This course explores the economic and
political relations between the African
continent and China. As Africa and
China’s interactions intensify, our
class examines themes of
neocolonialism and emergent economic
opportunities between them. This
course also investigates the historical
relations between them along with the
global forces that have shaped each.

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARG/ETAUDARGREDDNU

Africa/China Relations
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Dr . Er in Wi nkl er
Sectio n 201: O n l i n e - A s y n c h r o n o u s
.................................................................................

Students will actively investigate the social meaning of
race in the United States through the lens of childhood
and adolescence. This course will help students to think
critically about the subtle ways young people experience
racialization and what effect this process has on young
people’s lives. Questions considered include: How do
young people form their understandings about race and
racism? When does this process begin? Where, how, and from whom do young people receive
messages about race? What are those messages? How do children interpret those messages? What
are the roles of family, media, schools, and peers in racial learning? Do gender, skin tone,
socioeconomic status, neighborhood, geographical region, and other demographic factors affect how
children learn about race?

2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARG/ETAUDARGREDDNU

Raising Children, "Race-ing" Children

We will study how children across all racial groups in the United States “learn race,” but will pay
special attention to African American children. Online learning is designed in such a way that
students engage in active learning, hypothesizing, and theorizing.
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2202 LLAF | SESRUOC ETAUDARG

Memory and Tradition: Identity-Making and
Memory in the African Diaspora
Dr . A nik a W il son
Sectio n 001: H y b r i d 1 - S y n c h r o n o u s | T 2 : 3 0 - 5 : 1 0 p m
.....................................................................................................

This graduate seminar explores critical black
cultural studies debates around memory and
heritage in Africa and the African Diaspora.
Students will examine research on Black
experiences across to globe (Europe, Americas,
Caribbean, and Africa) to understand the
development of theoretical approaches to the
study of memory and tradition in communities of the African Diaspora. More
specifically, this course will explore the variety of ways that memory is encoded,
recalled, shared, evoked and embodied. We will also explore questions of
representation, authenticity, group dynamics, and black nationalist politics. Memory
can be found in the modes of music, dance, orality, digital communication, healing
practices, conspiracy theories, and more.
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